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The DC Extended Universe (DCEU) is a term used to refer to an American media franchise and shared
universe that is centered on a series of superhero films, distributed by Warner Bros. Pictures and based on
characters that appear in American comic books by DC Comics.The shared universe, much like the original
DC Universe in comic books and the television programs, was established by crossing ...
DC Extended Universe - Wikipedia
Voltron: Defender of the Universe is an Anime television series that features a team of space explorers who
pilot a giant Super Robot known as "Voltron". Produced by Ted Koplar through his production company World
Events Productions, Voltron was an adaptation of several Japanese anime television series from Toei
Animation.The original television series aired in syndication from September 10 ...
Voltron - Wikipedia
Constructing The Universe The Universe may be a Mystery, but it's not a Secret! This website is a look at
some interests of Michael S. Schneider offered for your enjoyment and education
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